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PRESS RELEASE 
ETA Hosts Cybersecurity Training at Education Forum 
ETA® International’s Information Technology Security (ITS) accredited certification is one way 

to ensure there are well-trained cybersecurity workers today and a strong pipeline of future 

cybersecurity leaders for tomorrow. Receive hands-on cybersecurity training during 

Education Forum, co-located with the International Wireless Communications Expo, March 

5-9, 2018 in Orlando, FL. 

                                                               
Greencastle, October 19, 2017: ETA International is committed to strengthening the 

nation’s cybersecurity workforce through industry-recognized and accredited 

professional certification. To develop a more resilient and capable cyber nation, there 

must be a highly-skilled cybersecurity workforce across industry and government. 

Effective cybersecurity workforce development begins with ETA’s Information 

Technology Security (ITS) credential, which incorporates the Department of Homeland 

Security (DHS) cybersecurity standards into the certification competencies. 

 

Presented at Education Forum by Charles Brooks, eITPrep LLP Managing Director and 

Educational Technologies Group Vice President, the ITS three-day workshop will prepare 

attendees to challenge the new ITS certification exam from ETA International. Each 

exam domain will be unpacked to provide the attendee with a complete defense 

strategy for implementing cybersecurity solutions to any network environment - 

including wireless networks. They also will be made aware of attack vectors, tools and 

techniques used to pen test network computing environments. 

 

After completing this course, the student will be able to have an in-depth 

understanding of all ITS domains:  

 

• Achieve a deep understanding of hardware and network security software 

• Comprehend security in relation to wireless networks  

• Grasp the basic understanding of device security such as Bluetooth and IoT  

• A detailed understanding of software exploitation and vulnerabilities  

• Develop a clear understanding of operational polices, standards, and risk 

assessment   

• Understand disaster recovery and computer forensics  

• Recognize the fundamentals of cryptography and its relationship with IT 

infrastructure   

• Distinguish social engineering attacks and countermeasures in depth  

 

Contact: 
Michele Lawson, CSS 
ETA International 
Phone: (800) 288-3824 
Fax: (765) 653-4287 

 
5 Depot Street 
Greencastle, IN  46135 
www.eta-i.org 

ETA® INTERNATIONAL 

http://www.eta-i.org/comps/ITS_comps.pdf
http://www.eta-i.org/comps/ITS_comps.pdf
http://www.eta-i.org/education_forum.html
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As cyber threats continue to evolve, the nation’s protection against them relies on a 

steady stream of qualified cybersecurity professionals entering the workforce. Training is 

essential to prepare the cybersecurity workforce of tomorrow, and for keeping current 

cybersecurity workers up-to-date on skills and evolving threats. These professionals are 

critical in both private industry and the government for the security of individuals and 

the nation. 

 

Students must bring a laptop or tablet to the class. ITS training will be offered 

Wednesday through Friday, March 7-9, 2018 at a cost of $949. Early bird discounts are 

available, so sign up today. ETA members get a 15% discount! Not an ETA member? 

Join the professional trade association today by calling 800-288-3824 or sign up online 

at http://www.eta-i.org/membership.html#Membership. 

Then register for the workshop at http://www.iwceexpo.com. 

 
About ETA - Since 1978, ETA has delivered over 200,000 certification examinations successfully. 

Widely recognized and frequently used in worker job selection, hiring processes, pay increases, 

and advancements, ETA certifications are often required as companies bid on contracts. ETA’s 

certifications are personal and travel with the individual, regardless of employment or status 

change and measure competencies of persons, not products or vendors. ETA certifications are 

accredited through the International Certification Accreditation Council (ICAC) and align with 

the ISO-17024 standard. www.eta-i.org 

 

Download this press release at – www.eta-

i.org/pr/ETA_Hosts_Cybersecurity_Training_at_Education_Forum.pdf 
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